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Abstract
Background There is inconsistency in the application of antioxidants in tumor treament, the study is to
explore whether the application of an antioxidant at the early stage of tumor transplantation enhances
e�cacy of a chemotherapeutic agent in inhibiting tumor cell growth.

Methods EMT-6 cells were injected into the 48 ICR mice. 24h later, cyclophosphamide (CTX) and Ginkgo
biloba L. extract (GBE) were administered to mice separately and in combination. Apoptotic markers and
related signaling pathways were measured. Tumor weights were compared and survival analysis was
used to investigate latency periods in the three treatment groups compared to a PBS control group.

Results The mice administered GBE and CTX had signi�cantly lower tumor weights compared with those
administered PBS (p=0.01), however, the mice administered CTX did not have signi�cantly lower tumor
weight compared with those administered PBS (p=0.19). The expression of NF-κB, IκB- , and the
phosphorylation of NF-κB and IκB-  were all signi�cantly decreased in the tumor from GBE+CTX (p<0.05).
Moreover, the ratio of Bax/Bcl-2 was signi�cantly higher for the tumor of mice administered GBE+CTX
than that of mice administered GBE, CTX, or PBS (p<0.05), the expression of FADD, Caspase-8, and Cyto-C
was signi�cantly increased in the tumors of mice administered GBE+CTX than those administered PBS or
GBE (p<0.05).

Conclusions Application of an antioxidant at an early stage of tumor transplantation could help
chemotherapeutic agent inhibit the growth of tumor cells. GBE+CTX treated mice showed a longer latency
period to tumor development and markers that consistently indicated greater apoptotic activity and
reduced tumor promotion. 

1. Background
Globally, breast cancer is the second major cause of cancer death among women [1]. The currently
available treatment strategies are removal of the tumor followed by chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or other
a�liated therapy based on the clinical characteristics of the patient [2]. Cyclophosphamide (CTX) is a
common chemotherapeutic agent for breast cancer patients who have undergone surgery. CTX
metabolites act by disrupting the DNA and arrests the cell cycle of tumor cells, which results in their
apoptosis or growth inhibition [3]. However, CTX triggers the production of excessive amounts of reactive
oxygen species (ROS), which will produce a variety of side effects in different organs or systems [4, 5].
Moreover, ROS is involved in all stages of cancer development with modest levels of ROS promoting
tumors and higher levels suppressing tumors, all in stages that vary tremendously [6]. In the initiation
stage of cancer, ROS may promote the expansion of cancerous cells by modifying the genes related to
apoptosis [7], upregulating antiapoptotic genes and downregulating proapoptotic proteins via PI3K/AKT
and ERK/MEK pathways [8]. Furthermore, ROS will activate the NF-κB pathway and NF-κB-dependent
genes that are involved in apoptosis and cell adhesion, implicated in multiple aspects of cancer
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development [9]. ROS, as a survival or apoptotic signal to cancer cells, is determined by the dosage,
duration, type, and site of ROS production [10].

Previous studies suggest that antioxidants are able to produce protective effects against several types of
cancers including breast cancer [11] and are also effective in reducing breast cancer recurrence for
patients on tamoxifen [12]. Thus, we hypothesized that antioxidation might produce inhibitory effects on
the growth of EMT-6 cells, a murine mammary carcinoma cell line, at the early stage and the combination
of Ginkgo biloba L. extract (GBE) and CTX would have better inhibiting effects on the growth of EMT-6
cells when compared to EMT-6 cells treated with CTX alone.

2. Methods

2.1 Cells and reagents
EMT-6 cells were a gift from the Department of Molecular Biology, College of Basic Medicine, Jilin
University. ICR female mice were purchased from the Liaoning Changsheng Biotechnology, Co. Limited,
China. GBE was produced by Chi Sheng Chemical Corporation, Taiwan.

2.2 EMT-6 Cell culture
EMT-6 cells were incubated in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS,
Hyclone USA), penicillin 100 IU / mL, streptomycin 100 ug / mL at 37℃ with 5% CO2.

2.3 Animal experiment
To investigate whether the application of GBE at early state of tumor development could help CTX inhibit
the growth of EMT-6 cells, we administered GBE to the mice after EMT-6 cells were injected to the mice for
24 hours. All procedures used in handling animals were approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
School of Public Health, Jilin University. ICR mice were housed in the animal center for ten days to adapt
to the environment. After adaptation, the mice were injected with EMT-6 cells at the concentration of 1 × 
106 cells/mouse in the right thigh followed by random distribution of these mice into 4 treatment groups
of 12 mice per group. The groups included PBS, GBE, CTX, and GBE + CTX. After 24 h, the mice in the PBS
group were injected with PBS intraperitoneally at a volume of 0.2 ml; the mice in the GBE group were
injected with GBE intraperitoneally at the concentration of 3 mg/kg body weight; the CTX mice were
injected intraperitoneally with CTX at the dose of 2 mg/kg body weight; the mice in the GBE + CTX group
were injected intraperitoneally with both CTX at the concentration of 2 mg/kg body weight and GBE at the
concentration of 3 mg/kg body weight. The injections were conducted consecutively for 10 days when all
the mice in the PBS group developed a palpated tumor, except for the CTX group which was injected
every other day. A �fth group of 12 mice (negative controls) were not injected with EMT-6 cells but were
included to compare body weight gain and serum malondialdehyde (MDA) and superoxide dismutase
(SOD) levels in cancer-free mice. Euthanasia: All mice were anesthetized with 10% chloral hydrate before
the mice were sacri�ced. The changes of body weight, the latency of tumor onset, the growth of tumor,
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tumor weight, survival analysis, serum MDA levels and SOD activities, and the key elements in the NF-κB
signaling pathway, PI3K/AKT pathway and apoptosis were measured and compared among different
groups.

2.4 Body weight measurement
Body weight is a basic parameter of body status. The measurement of body weight would help learn how
the growth of tumor affect the mice. The body weight of the mice was measured every day until the mice
were sacri�ced. The growth trends of body weight were compared among treatment groups and the
control group.

2.5 Tumor onset and growth
To explore whether GBE and CTX would prolong the onset of tumor and inhibit the growth of EMT-6 cells,
we determined the tumor onset and tumor growth. Tumor onset was determined by palpation. The site of
tumor injection was observed and palpated each day. The day of tumor onset was recorded for each and
every mouse to compare the tumor latency among the different groups. The length and width of the
tumor was measured. The tumor volume was calculated based on the formula V=(a*b2)/2, where a is the
length of the tumor and b is the width of the tumor. When each and every mouse in the PBS group
developed a tumor, all the mice from different groups were sacri�ced and the tumor from each mouse
was removed and weighed. Tumor weight was compared among the four groups.

2.6 Determination of malondialdehyde (MDA) and
superoxide dismutase (SOD) in serum
Tumor growth is closely associated with ROS production which is also a underlying mechanism of tumor
growth, we measured the level of MDA and activities of SOD in the serum. The measurement of serum
MDA and SOD was described in detail in Ren et al [13] in each mouse in the four treatment groups and in
the untreated control mice.

2.7 Western blot
NF-κB signaling pathway, PI3K/AKT pathway and apoptosis are implicated in the multiple aspects of
tumor development. To reveal the mechanisms underlying GBE and CTX inhibiting the growth of EMT-6
cells, we determined the expression of key elements in the NF-κB signaling pathway, PI3K/AKT pathway
and apoptosis. Western blot analysis was conducted as in the protocols described in Ren et al [13].
Brie�y, equal amounts of protein (20 µg/well) were loaded and separated by 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis and transferred to polyvinylidene di�uoride (PVDF) membranes. The membrane was
incubated with rabbit anti-NF-κB(1:1000, CST USA), anti-p-NF-κB (1:1000, CST USA), anti-PI3K (1:1000,
CST USA), anti-Akt (1:1000, CST USA), anti-IκB (1:1000, CST USA), anti-caspase 8 (1:1000, CST USA),
anti-CytC (1:1000, Santa Crue Biotechnology, USA), anti-FADD (1:1000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA),
anti-p53 (1:1000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA), anti-Bax (1: 500, Bioss China), anti-Bcl-2 (1:500, Bioss
China), anti-β-actin (1:1000, CST, USA), and anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with HRP (1: 6600, Jackson IR,
USA). Detection was done by measuring the chemiluminescence of ECL reagent (PIERCE, USA). The
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photographs generated were quantitatively analyzed with a Quantity One image densitometer. Protein
levels were standardized by comparison with anti-β-actin antibody.

2.8 Statistical analysis

2.8.1 ROS biochemical analyses
Results are presented as mean ± SD. SPSS 21.0 software was used to do the statistical analysis by
ANOVA and Duncan multiple comparisons were carried out for comparison between groups. A p < 0.05
was considered signi�cant.

2.8.2 Differences in median tumor weights and latency
times between treatment groups
Normality was tested using quantile plots. We used a Kruskal-Wallis statistic to generate a 100,000
bootstrapped samples from which to estimate the p-value for testing for overall differences among
groups. Pairwise comparisons of medians were conducted with an exact Wilcoxon statistic and a Dunn’s
test was used to adjust for multiple comparisons.

2.8.3 Survival analysis
We tested whether the data met the proportional hazards assumption and used the Cox proportional
hazards model to assess differences in time-to-event analysis with uncensored data because all
outcomes were observed at 10 days. The four treatments groups were coded as 1 = PBS, 2 = CTX, 3 = GBE
and 4 = GBE + CTX. Exponentiated hazard ratios (HR) with 95% con�dence intervals (CI) were calculated.
A HR less than 1.0 indicates that the lower coded value demonstrated a shorter latency period. We used
the method of Peto and Peto (1972), a modi�ed log rank test, to generate the p-value because it works
well in small samples and is better at detecting early differences in survival. We plotted hazard curves for
the treatment groups [14].

3. Results

3.1 Body weight comparison in mice of different groups
The body weight of mice from different groups tended to grow with time. When the mice were sacri�ced,
there was no signi�cant difference in the body weight of mice among different groups (Fig. 1), which
indicates EMT-6 cell growth did not affect the growth of the mice.

3.2 Comparison of tumor onset
No signi�cant differences were identi�ed in the overall median latency times (p = 0.20). Similarly, no
differences were observed for CTX compared to PBS (p = 0.32), GBE compared to PBS (p = 0.40), or CTX 
+ GBE compared to PBS (p = 0.06).
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3.3 Tumor weight comparison of mice from different
groups
The tumor weights in the PBS control group were normally-distributed; the other groups demonstrated
non-normality. Overall, tumor weights did not differ by treatment group (p = 0.20). Despite the lack of
signi�cance in the overall group effects, we did a pairwise comparison to test whether the CTX + GBE
group differed from the PBS group. Comparing each treatment group to the PBS group showed that the
CTX-treated group (p = 0.19) and the GBE-treated group (p = 0.15) did not differ from the PBS control,
however, the CTX + GBE group differed signi�cantly from the PBS control group (p = 0.01). Adjusted for
multiple testing produced p-values of 0.30, 0.18, and 0.07, respectively. Tumor volume and tumor picture
were shown in Fig. 2.

3.4 Survival analysis
The data met the proportional hazards assumption. The effect size for the treatment effect on the latency
period was 0.84 (CI: 0.65, 1.09, standard error (SE) = 0.13, p = 0.32). See (Fig. 3).

Comparing the GBE + CTX group to the PBS group showed a treatment effect of 0.81 (CI 0.62, 1.06, SE = 
0.14, p = 0.067). Figure 4 shows a rightward shift in the GBE + CTX group, indicating that co-treatment
with GBE + CTX resulted in greater time to tumor detection.

3.5 Comparison of MDA and SOD levels in serum
All mice from the GBE, CTX and GBE + CTX groups showed lower levels of MDA and higher activities of
SOD than those from the PBS group. The mice from the GBE + CTX group and the GBE group had lower
levels of MDA and higher SOD activities than those from PBS or CTX group (Fig. 5A, B)(p < 0.05).

3.5 Expression of NF-κB, IκB, Bax, Bcl-2, FADD, Caspase-8,
PI3K, Akt, and P 53
The expression of NF-κB and IκB-  was signi�cantly decreased in the tumor of mice treated with GBE + 
CTX compared with mice treated with GBE, CTX, or PBS (p < 0.05)( Fig. 6A), and the phosphorylation of
NF-κB and IκB-  was also signi�cantly decreased (Fig. 6A, B). Similarly, the expression of p53 was
signi�cantly increased in the tumor of mice treated with GBE + CTX compared with mice treated with GBE
or PBS (p < 0.05) (Fig. 6F).

The expression of Bax was signi�cantly increased in the tumor of mice treated with GBE + CTX compared
with those treated with GBE, CTX, or PBS (Fig. 6C). In addition, the Bcl-2 expression was signi�cantly
decreased in the tumor of mice treated by GBE + CTX compared with mice treated with GBE, CTX, or PBS
(p < 0.05) (Fig. 6C). The ratio of Bax/Bcl-2 was signi�cantly higher for the tumor of mice treated by GBE + 
CTX than that of mice treated with GBE, CTX, or PBS (p < 0.05). (Fig. 6D )
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The expression of FADD, Caspase-8, and Cyto-C was signi�cantly increased in the tumors of mice treated
with GBE + CTX than those treated with PBS or GBE (p < 0.05) (Fig. 6C).

The expression of PI3K and Akt in the tumors of mice treated with GBE + CTX was only signi�cantly
decreased when compared to those treated with PBS (p < 0.05) (Fig. 6E).

4. Discussion
The main �nding of our study is that in mice injected with EMT-6 cells, treatment with a combination of
GBE and CTX produced better growth inhibition of tumors compared to PBS-treated mice. GBE or CTX
alone did not produce a better inhibition on the growth of EMT-6 cells than PBS. Although the results of
the survival analysis did not reach statistical signi�cance, a clear upward shift was seen in the survival
curves in the GBE + CTX group compared to the PBS controls. Furthermore, the median latency time
comparing the GBE + CTX group to the PBS control group with p = 0.06 suggests that statistical
signi�cance likely would have been achieved with a larger sample size. Additional assessment of
indicators of ROS and apoptotic pathways supported these results. This �nding is important because it
might offer a treatment regimen for prevention of tumor recurrence.

As expected, MDA levels were higher and SOD activities lower in PBS-treated mice compared to untreated,
control mice because cancers cells produce higher levels of ROS [15, 16]. MDA was lower and SOD
activity higher in the GBE group compared to the PBS group, demonstrating the antioxidant effects of
GBE. CTX showed opposite effects of GBE on MDA and SOD but adding GBE to CTX caused the mice in
the combination group to look similar to the GBE group. These comparisons support previous
observations that cancer cells and CTX both increase ROS and provides evidence that GBE can reduce
ROS with and without CTX present.

Although there is a balance between the bene�ts and disadvantages of adjuvant antioxidants in
chemotherapy, early co-administration of antioxidants with chemotherapeutic agents might be useful in
scavenging ROS. The resulting reduction in ROS signaling pathways may, in early stages, suppress tumor
growth. Our results showed that GBE + CTX reduced IκB expression and its phosphorylation above that of
CTX alone, resulting in decreased activation of the NF-κB signaling pathway and promoting apoptosis.
The pro-death response to GBE + CTX was consistent in the increased expression of FADD, Caspase-8,
Cyto-C, Bax and Bax/Bcl-2 ratio showing the highest levels in the PBS group, followed by the GBE, CTX
and the GBE + CTX groups. A reverse pattern was observed for expression of Bcl-2. These patterns of
expression support the hypothesis that GBE acts to promote apoptosis in the early stage of tumor
initiation and enhance the effects of CTX.

Downstream of the PI3-K/Akt pathway is p65 where phosphorylation in the IKK-dependent pathway leads
to activation of NF-κB, resulting in the promotion of carcinogenesis [8, 17]. Decreased PI3-K/Akt pathway
activity promotes autophagy-mediated cell death [18, 19]. Autophagy is initiated in part by genotoxic
stress with an increased expression of p53 [20–22], and our results showed an increase in p53 in the
GBE + CTX group compared to the PBS group.
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In summary, in our study CTX and GBE was administered to the mice after the tumor cells were
transplanted into the mice after only 24 hours, which was the initial stage of tumor growth. There is
inconsistency regarding whether antioxidation should be used in tumor treatment [10]. Tumor weight was
signi�cantly decreased by CTX + GBE. The mechanisms underlying this change are that GBE + CTX
signi�cantly inhibited the activation of NF-kB, upregulated the proapoptotic and P53 genes, and
downregulated the PI3K/Akt pathway, which are implicated into the expansion of cancerous cells. It has
been reported that ROS will promote the growth of tumor cells by triggering one of the cell growth
signaling pathways, NF-kB. GBE is able to remove ROS which can activate NF-kB, as shown in our
�ndings. The expression and phosphorylation of NF-kB were both signi�cantly suppressed in the GBE + 
CTX group. Moreover, ROS is also able to promote the expansion of cancerous cells by modifying the
genes related to apoptosis and to upregulate antiapoptotic genes and downregulate proapoptotic
proteins via PI3K/AKT and ERK/MEK pathways [16]. GBE + CTX is also able to increase the expression of
genes related to apoptosis Bax, FADD, Caspase-8, and Cyto-C. Furthermore, PI3K/AKT was signi�cantly
decreased by GBE + CTX.

The strength of the present study is that we conducted an experiment to investigate whether or not, when
the tumor cells was already present in the body, at the early stage of tumor development, chemotherapy
and antioxidation would produce a better inhibition on the growth of tumor cells. The �ndings of our
study suggest that CTX alone would not inhibit the growth of EMT-6 cells better than PBS, or GBE,
indicating that when tumor cells were present, chemotherapy would not be potent enough to kill the tumor
cells inside body. After surgery, antioxidation and chemotherapy might be helpful to �ght the recurrence
or slow the growth of tumor cells, our �ndings are in accordance with Thomson’s et al’ [12].

A weakness of the present study is that the tumor cells were injected into the mice; the procedure may not
simulate the development of tumor onset in the real situation. All of the mice had developed palpated
tumors on or before day 10 in our experiment. Had we continued the trial period, we might have observed
a signi�cant difference in tumor weights between CTX and GBE + CTX treated groups.

5. Conclusion
In this preliminary study of using GBE in combination with CTX, we showed several programmed cell
death pathways were activated. Consistently, GBE+CTX treated mice showed a longer latency period to
tumor development and markers that consistently indicated greater apoptotic activity and reduced tumor
promotion. Although additional studies are needed, this study provides a potential avenue for preventing
breast cancer recurrence in women being treated with cyclophosphamide after tumor removal surgery.
Furthermore, it provides a direction for future research on the role of antioxidation in conjunction with
chemotherapy.
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Figure 1

Body weight change of mice in different groups The body weights of the mice were measured every day
until all mice in the PBS group grew palpated tumors and all mice were sacri�ced.

Figure 2

Comparison of tumor volume and weight in mice from different groups The length and width of the
tumor was measured every day. On day 10, all the mice from the PBS developed a palpated tumor and all
the mice from different groups were anesthetized and sacri�ced, the tumor was removed from each and
every mice (n=12). A. Tumor growth represented by tumor volume, n=12. B. Tumor picture.
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Figure 3

Survival curves for four treatment groups with 12 per group

Figure 4

Survival curves comparing the combined CTX+GBE group to the PBS control group
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Figure 5

5 Comparison of MDA levels and SOD activities in the serum of mice A. Comparison of MDA levels in the
serum of mice from different groups. B Comparison of SOD activities in the serum of mice from different
groups. ap<0.05 vs control; bp<0.05 vs PBS; cp<0.05 vs GBE; dp<0.05 vs CTX
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Figure 6

Western blot analysis of NF-κB, p-NF-κB, IκB- , P53, Bax and Bcl-2. β-Actin was used as a loading control.
Representative images from three independent experiments and the results of densitometric analyses
(means ± SDs) are shown. Full-length blots/gels are presented in Supplementary Figure (Original data for
western blot gel). The photographs generated were quantitatively analyzed with a Quantity One image
densitometer. A. Western blot analysis of NF-κB, p-NF-κB, IκB- , and p-IκB-  expression in tumors of mice
treated with PBS, GBE, CTX, or GBE+CTX. B. The comparison of NF-κB, p-NF-κB, and p-IκB-  relative
expression level in tumors of mice treated with PBS, GBE, CTX, or GBE+CTX. C. Western blot analysis and
comparison of FADD, Caspase-8, and cyto-C expression in tumors of mice treated with PBS, GBE, CTX, or
GBE+CTX. D. The comparison of Bax, Bcl-2 and ratio of Bax to Bcl-2 relative expression level in tumors of
mice treated with PBS, GBE, CTX, or GBE+CTX. E. Western blot analysis and comparison of PI3K and Akt
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expression in tumors of mice treated with PBS, GBE, CTX, or GBE+CTX. F. Western blot analysis and
comparison of P53 expression in tumors of mice treated with PBS, GBE, CTX, or GBE+CTX. ap<0.05 vs
PBS; bp<0.05 vs GBE; cp<0.05 vs CTX
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